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As They Belong
 
as the moon rises,
the sun say his byes,
oh,
is it ever feasible
to see them seducible
 
Alvin Chan
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I Need You
 
In my dreams,
darkness seems
to be everywhere
i saw you nowhere
it made me feel scared
it is like i have never been cared
 
i need you
 
abandoned i feel
i badly need a meal
of affection
no, i can't stand the rejection
I'll change for you
i can have a picture of my heart drew
 
i need you
 
Alvin Chan
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Love Ya
 
Three words that changed the world,
allowing the love story to unfurl,
I never dared to say it
I just want you to know bit by bit
that....
 
i love you
 
You look so beautiful tonight,
You are always in my sight,
Never be apart,
Maybe I can just start
by saying....
 
i love you
 
I know that this is just my wishful thinking
But i just want you to know
from this day
to the ending of the world
 
i love you
 
A smile is all it takes
to give me heartaches
Nevertheless
i just want you to know,
 
i love you
 
A question i have always asked
Will i get a chance
To do what i can
To show you what i mean
by saying.....
 
i love you                                  
 
Definitely,
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it is infintely
love for you
 
Alvin Chan
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Maybe
 
Her smell lingers on like  mist
as she left me, kissed
it was the farewell, a fantasy
something ever so warming to see
can it ever happen to me
 
maybe it is just me
just one of the tale
or a dragon fable
how i wish, i can be the prince
saving you, i have been thinking of you since.
 
Loving you always
somedays,
i will meet you in the cityways
 
Alvin Chan
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Miss You
 
The day you left my side,
was the day i swallowed my pride,
to cry my heart out
You were always there without a doubt,
I miss you
 
The days were short with you along,
but now they are all prolonged.
Memories of you linger,
about the days i held your fingers
I miss you
 
Alvin Chan
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Nostalgia
 
Yes, nostalgia,
i yearn for you again
when we were back then
those eyes, mesmerized
definition, perfect
bittersweet feeling
my affection never waning
 
No, nostalgia
you are not by my side
never again
i saw your eyes
devilish flames erupted in them,
searing my heart, condemned
 
Yes, no nostalgia
tell me
what should i do?
 
Alvin Chan
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Puppy Love
 
Puppy love,
it is not just any ordinary love
it is my love for you
a love that grew
immense
i love you at any expense
 
Puppy love,
it is not just any ordinary love
its my love for you
it is something true
never ending
i am not pretending
 
Puppy love,
it is not any ordinary love
it is my love for you
my love
i love you
 
Alvin Chan
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Semper Fidelis(Always Faithful)
 
Semper fidelis
always faithful i will be
scornful to change i decree
all that you should know
you never understand though
 
Semper fidelis
i cannot let go
always faithful i will be
Don't sit under the apple tree
with anyone else but me
 
Semper fidelis
the dreams i had
that made me sad
always faithful i will be
waiting always
that is me
 
Alvin Chan
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Something
 
it is god's will
that sexuality kills
like it or not
it is desperately sought
 
Alvin Chan
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Sweat, Blood, Paddles
 
Tension tore the air
as the gentle breeze blew nowhere
the starting signal was sounded
instinctively, all boats reacted
raring to go
all paddlers know
hands will burn
blisters will return
they never give up
they never thought of syrup
they only thought of attaining glory
to leave behind a story
a story to be told
a legacy so old
for all to remember,
their sweat in September
 
Alvin Chan
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The Days With You
 
Strolling along those orange groves,
we seemed like a pair of turtle doves,
hands clasped together,
it felt like forever.
 
The days we sat in the fields,
I had a bird's eye view
of the world's happiness,
it felt like blissfulness
 
Chasing seagulls on the beach,
we laughed, giggled, dug a ditch,
lying snugly side by side,
we fell asleep in the night
 
Alvin Chan
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The Ghost Of Rain, Lightning, Thunder
 
'Boom! '
dark clouds loom
over my head
'Crack'
a bright light
sent from the heavens
'Zeus is angry'
i thought
i looked up
'With who? '
he asked
curiosity colored his eyes
'No idea, maybe he is just playing'
deathly silence
There was no one around
'Yea, he is playing with me'
Rain splattered on my face
and the rumbling and flashes continued
 
Alvin Chan
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Ti Amo
 
Lying on the altar of love,
staring at the stars above,
I see your face,
in the myriad of diamonds,
embraced in my arms,
surreal it seems,
indeed,
it is just a dream
 
Alvin Chan
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Valentines Day
 
Everyday is a Valentines Day
Everyday is a day for me to express my feeling
to you
 
Everyday is a Valentines Day
Everyday is a day for me to bring roses
to you
darling
to you
 
Everyday is a Valentines Day
Everyday is a day for me to bring chocolates
to you
dear
to you
 
Everyday is a Valentines Day
Everyday is a day for me to bring teddies
to you
honey
to you
 
Everyday is a Valentines Day
Everyday is a day for me to see you smile
roses, chocolates, teddies
does not matter anymore
as long as i see you smile
sweetie
 
During this Valentines Day
I want you to know
i love you
 
Alvin Chan
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War Between Lightning And Thunder
 
It has been a long war	
my brothers
it doesnt matter who is brighter
it doesnt matter who sounds stronger
it doesnt matter who strikes faster
it all matters if you stop
scaring poor babies
from their dreamlands
scaring poor kittys
sending them scurring
 
 
so Lightning and Thunder
what are you going to
do about it?
 
ignorance is bliss
 
Alvin Chan
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You Are The Rhythm Of Cute
 
you are cute
i could have licked your boots
whenever i see you my heart, pain, acute
your presence makes me feel minute
i wonder if you have spotted me in a suit
you make me turn mute
i want you, the pursuit
you are such a repute
my life without you, dilute
I looted, i scooted, i hooted,
for you, the rhythm of cute
 
Alvin Chan
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